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Key lessons from our work in NAIAD: NFM strategy
● Natural flood management (NFM) uses improved landscape management
to retain water storage and mitigate downstream flooding
● Mitigation and prevention reduces risk (and thus the need to claim on
insurance)
● NFM is an alternative to investments in grey infrastructure (flood defences)
● NFM are not engineering solutions and thus different methods are required to
determine
○
○
○
○

how much NFM is needed,
where the NFM should be located to be most effective
how effective the NFM are for different events
the losses mitigated by NFM

● Effectiveness = does the intervention mitigate the hazard and prevent loss?
● In NAIAD we have:
○ Developed remote sensing metrics for where and how water is stored in
the landscape,
○ Developed model metrics of how relevant upstream storage is to
downstream loss mitigation,
○ Developed a mitigation-focused catastrophe model: Eco:Actuary
○ Developed IoT field sensors to measure NFM effectiveness directly in situ
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//Smart:River: IoT NFM effectiveness tools for operational
NFM monitoring and the Eco:Actuary Investment Planner
Eco:Actuary Investment Planner extends the concept to using operational flow data
(Environment Agency API) to understand the volume of NFM required to make an x%
reduction in peak flows
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Key lessons from NAIAD: NFM effectiveness
● Small scale interventions will have little impact downstream.
○

The images below show the rapid decline in influence of key wetlands in the Danube with
distance downstream: within only 40km downstream, the wetland storage is only 0.4% of the
flow (the Danube is 2,860 km long so for most of it the wetland has virtually no flood-relevant
influence)

● Not all interventions will work for all events
○

The smaller the intervention, the fewer events that it will protect from.

● The sum of all interventions upstream of assets is what matters
○

Interventions cannot be considered in isolation from each other

● Where you put it is also important
○

Small (or more) interventions should be towards the top of catchments, larger interventions
further downstream (where rivers have greater flow), or nearer assets where their impact can
be greater

Wetland storage as
% of total river flow

Eco:Actuary: what it does
● Actuary - determines probability (and financial consequences) of risks.
Works with accountants and underwriters to set insurance rates
(premiums). Now also works with catastrophe models.
● Eco:Actuary - determines mitigation of risk by specific configurations
of green infrastructure (GI) and by asset adaptation. Helps understand
asset value protected by GI, alongside other GI co-benefits (ecosystem
services). Helps advise risk reduction, resilience to avoid losses.
● Financial impact, not loss of life.
● Detailed phenomenological and process model, coupling elements of
WaterWorld and Co$tingNature PSS + new probabilistic model
● Pluvial/Fluvial flooding now, more hazards to come
● Spatial, local to global (1ha, 1km or 10km spatial resolution)
● All required data supplied globally, from EO and OSM
● Fast (full analysis in 20-60 minutes)
● Simple to use (web-based, firefox or chrome, no GIS reqd)
● Uncertainty and validation tools
● Sophisticated land use and management scenarios and interventions
for DRR through mitigation and adaptation
● Results downloadable in GIS formats. Training provided

1200 spatial events (rainfall depth, intensity months) = 100
years, most will be within norms, some will be over.
Monthly norms:
1200 simulated months:

Excesses fill stores first:

...and further excesses are then routed downstream:

Events can be in excess for infiltration-excess or saturationexcess, spatially:

...interacting with the distribution of assets (on floodplains)

...to cause damage based on the accumulated magnitude of
the excess, relative to norms

Using Eco:Actuary: Step 1: Define
area
● Visit www.policysupport.org/ecoactuary
● 1km resolution: Country, major basin, 1000 km tile
● 1 ha resolution: 100km tile

Eco:Actuary: Step 2: Prepare data
●
●
●

Eco:Actuary uses 147 input layers provided globally
Some are open access, some not (dep. data providers)
All are visualisable

Eco:Actuary: Step 2.1 Edit parameters
User may need to set:
● Characteristics of hazard ensemble
● Min and Max replacement cost and loss of function cost per asset
● Damage functions
● Some parameters of mitigation infrastucture

Eco:Actuary: Step 3: Start simulation
●
●

Default is to generate 1200 intensity and volume events and apply spatially at
relevant resolution
No limit to the number that can be generated (except on the public servers)

Eco:Actuary: Step 5: results maps
58 output maps are written, covering:
Event statistics | Assets | Protection of assets at risk | Natural
flood storage | Potential and realised (after mitigation) flood
risk | Damage costs

Eco:Actuary: Step 4: policy exercises
Allows application of:
● GCM or combined probabilistic (intensity, depth and GCM (spatial, seasonality) climate
change scenarios
● Land use change scenarios affecting canopy, soil, wetland, water body stores
● Asset adaptation strategies through catastrophe model parameters
● Stacks of all of the above or any other scenario by changing input maps
● Scenarios are compared against the baseline

Eco:Actuary: example
applications
● Examine baseline distribution of assets at
risk and loss estimation
● Estimate baseline losses for current climate
and land use
● Examine loss impacts of multi-GCM climate
change scenarios at various RCPs alongside
increased extremes
● Examine impacts of NFM strategies in
reducing risk and loss to assets downstream
● Examine impact of climate change adaptation
strategies on losses
● Examine downstream influence of specific
interventions on risk and loss

Application of Eco:Actuary in the Lower Danube
Average Flow ~ 6400 m3/s, peak flow ~ 12000m3/s
● For example: Scenario reforest whole Danube within Protected Areas and
upstream areas where there is low bare (rocky) cover and few existing trees.
● Total forested area of the whole Danube basin is increased from 39% to 44%.
● The effect of this is accumulated downstream and the greatest increase in the
impact of this change is ~13 km3/yr in Potelu (small change).

Conclusions
● Climate and land use change alongside increasing asset values and distributions are
increasing the risk of loss from flood damage (note: not just climate change). Climate
change will reduce some risks!

● This provides challenges to the standard insurance model
● Action to mitigate and adapt to these risks will become more important and green
finance is starting to provide the resources for this, especially where there are clear
co-benefits i.e. for nature based solutions
● We do not always know what kind of green infrastructure intervention to apply (or
indeed the value being provided to downstream assets by current green infrastructure)
● The spatial tools provided with Eco:Actuary help assess this value under current and
scenario conditions
● Like everything we do, the outcomes are only as good as the knowledge and data we
have. Uncertainty is much greater at smaller scales such as the property level: this is
where measurement comes in

